WELCOME BACK
Dear Kett Family
I hope you are well and have enjoyed listening to your son/daughters reflections on how they have settled into the College Year. For some of you
this will be the first Newsletter you will read as a Kett member, so we welcome you warmly to read about what is going on in Kett and what is coming
up.
So far the start to term has without a doubt been busy. We have lots of new
faces this year going into all year groups creating lots of opportunities for
new friendships and to share culture from different parts of the country
and world. We have students joining us from Nigeria, Spain, Germany and
Hong Kong.
My main piece of advice to parents for the start of term is to encourage students to use the support they have available to them. It is very daunting for
young people when they first attend such a large school, however there is
help on hand and this must be encouraged as a first port of call. As parents,
we want to solve our young children’s problems and be their hero, however it is important that where possible we support them to grow and learn
they can usually solve things themselves with some support from others.
Finally, I wish you all a lovely year with us in Kett, please look out for various opportunities the College and Kett will offer.
Best Wishes
Mr Collishaw
Head of Kett Hall
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INAUGURAL ENTS
BALLOON BONANZA
Dear All

I’m sure that the array of photos attached will attest to the excellent and joyous atmosphere of the
We saw a wonderful start to the new academic
evening, which allowed boarders from all Year
year in Kett with excellent participation in our first
groups to mix and have a fun together.
Friday evening house activity … Balloon Bonanza!
I look forward to our student entertainments team
Students from all year groups pitted themselves
coming together to suggest and host further acagainst one another in individual, paired and team
tivities throughout the year.
-based challenges. These challenges showcased
their skills in escape and evasion, communication Best regards
and certainly which students had the safest pair of
Mr J McGovern
hands!
Assistant Head of House – Kett Hall
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KETT MOVIE NIGHT
For our second Friday of the
year , it was Movie night and the
film of choice was this years
Avengers Endgame. There were
tears, laughter and more pizza
than people could manage so a
successful movie night for everyone who wanted to watch.

HOUSE MESSAGE

To reduce our plastic waste we’re cutting single
use plastics. We have introduced our very own
Kett for Life cups, at a small cost of £2. With the
cold months approaching they are ideal for a
daily hot chocolate!
Students will still have access to our filtered
water and milk machine, but will need to bring
their own water bottles into the house to use
these.

£2
3

GREAT ORMOND STREET
In 2018 Great Ormond Street announced plans to open The
Sight and Sound Centre, the first dedicated medical facility for children with sight and hearing loss in the UK. Great
Ormond Street teamed up with Premier Inn and Restaurants to raise the funds needed to build the centre. A
fundraising Gala on the 3rd of October added a huge
£316,038.13, - a new fundraising record for the event, to
get Great Ormond street another step closer to being able
to build the centre.
Our very own Paris Thompson took part by being filmed
for the fundraiser, check out her video here:

https://vimeo.com/362291908/635c4ed18e
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CHARITY FUNDRAISER
Nathaniel Cheeseman, Year 9 has shaved off his hair for charity in the early summer
holidays. He had been growing his hair for over two years, he shaved it off for The Little
Princess Trust where they will turn his hair into a wig for a child who has lost their hair
due to cancer treatment and other conditions.
Last year The Little Princess Trust gave away over 1200 free wigs to young people with
cancer. Nathaniel had his hair plaited then cut off, the plaits were sent off in the post to
The Little Princess Trust. Then the rest of his hair was shaved off to raise money for
P.A.C.T animal sanctuary. P.A.C.T are a local charity who take in stray animals and give
them a loving home. They help all kinds of animals from horses and dogs to hedgehogs
and ducks! They look after them very well and take proper care of them with food shelter and love. He has raised a whopping £693.01 and is still expecting a little bit more!
He would like to thank everyone who sponsored him, and supported him as it was all
greatly appreciated.
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW GBAS

INTRODUCING MISS ROSEVEARE, MISS PALMER AND MR FOPP

So a little bit about me, I’m the youngest of four and I’m
from Cambridge but I grew up in Suffolk in a small
village. This year I graduated with a degree in Geography, and yes I have heard all of the jokes before. I went
to Plymouth University and had some of the best
years of my life there, and I met some amazing people.
The highlight of my year has to be helping to welcome
my beautiful nephew Elijah into the world and the
subsequent photos and videos my sister sends on a
daily basis. I have to say nothing helps deal with
stress better than watching a four month old laughing
at nothing.

My extended family is pretty big and can be pretty
chaotic, I am of the belief that this has more than pre-
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pared me for working in a boarding house, you can
ask me again at the end of the year if I still think that.
I ended up at Wymondham College because I wanted
to take a break after my degree before I start down the
road of becoming a Police officer. I found out about
the job because my Uncle teaches at the college, I’ll
leave it to you to see if you can work out who he is.
Bridget

Hi! I’m Charlotte and I’m one of the new Kett GBA’s.

much so, that I ran the Brighton marathon, something I
have been trying to also do in London for a few years
I wanted to get involved in this role as I aiming to pursue a
(fingers crossed this year I’ll get in!). I also would like to
career in teaching and this seemed a perfect way to gain
participate in a triathlon.
lots od experience in school! Being local to the area I knew
a little about Wymondham College and felt it would be a Outside of sports and work I like to go on active holidays,
great environment to learn.
eat lots of cheese, and watch good movies! I’m also a big
dog lover but who isn’t! I’m pretty keen on a good dad joke
I recently graduated from the University of Essex where I
also so feel free to tell me one anytime.
studied sport and exercise science. Whilst I was at University I got involved in a few sports I had never tried before I’m really looking forward to my year here at Wymondham
such as handball, korfball, cross country skiing and la- College working in Kett and also in the sports dep!
crosse. The latter being one I loved and continued to play
Charlotte
for my entire 3 years. I also enjoy long distance running, so

J.R.R Tolkien once wrote, “Even the smallest person can
change the course of the future.” More importantly, you
often cannot tell which directions life will take you in. After
all, very few people really have anything close to crystal
ball and someone would have told me 10 years ago that I
would be working in a little town outside of Norwich called
Wymondham as a Resident Fellow I would have had at
least two questions. 1) How on Earth do you spell Wymondham, I would have said? 2) Why am I not in New York
working for a climate change-related non-governmental
organization?

the University of East Anglia as of September 2014.

Saving the world is one thing; watching it grow and change
an entirely different one and is one of the reasons I love
the ever-changing landscapes of sport. Originally a football player at a German amateur club, I set aside the Adidas football for a Mizuno baseball bat. While I was passionate about “America’s Pastime”, hitting or throwing a baseball was something I never considered playing at the international level. Now, I play for Finland. And knowing that
another Finnish sportsman, Teemu Pukki, shares Norfolk
as a home makes me even prouder to represent the land
You see, most of us know that life is full of unexpected of “Sisu” (a Finnish phrase for determination).
turns and boils down to how you deal with them. Finding
All the unexpected twists and turns later, here we are: all
my way here, to Wymondham College, was no straight
under one roof, one family that we call Kett Hall. The world
shot, no simple Google Search. If anything, I count myself
may fly by and before long you will be on the verge of comlucky to still be living in this area which I visited as a Year
pleting your education, but as I have grown to know: We
12 in April 2012.
should never measure our own achievements against
And yet, I get the question, “Sir, why would you be here [in those of others, because our paths, our minds and our
the UK] if you could be in America or Germany?” A good journeys are all unique.
question that is really without a simple answer. When I
Encourage and appreciate each other, because your jourwas 14, speaking German with near fluency got me think- ney and chance to change the course of the future – our
ing that the UN or another multinational organization futures – is just beginning.
might be the best fit. After all, I wanted to “save the world”.
The wider world fascinated me and I thought it was worth Andreas
“saving”. So instead of carrying on my studies in Germany,
I opted to pursue a degree in Environmental Geography at
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OUR STUDENT LEADERSHIP TEAM
Before the Summer Holidays students were successful in becoming
part of the Kett Student Leadership team and we wish them good luck
over the coming year.

OUR CAPTAINS
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HOUSE CAPTAINS

SPORTS CAPTAINS

Henry Lethbridge

Flori Smith

Daisy Dawson

George Ward
Tilly Dodds

OUR MENTORS

ACADEMIC

MUSIC

SPORTS

Maddie Maxwell

Lucy Kerkham

Liv Governo

Alfie Green

Rosie Smith

Connie Getley

Grace North

Eme Gitiba

Katie Davies

Grace Adams

Chloe Jones

Adam Hunt

Josh Adams

Charlie White

Adam Lee

Sam Gowing

Oscar Jason

ENTERTAINMENT

Sofia Kazimierczak

Alex Hadingham

Daisy Dawson

Charlotte Barrett

Liv Rigney

Henry Lethbridge

Josh Adeyeye

Lucy Lawrence

Reagan Leaker

Hugo Jennings

Blythe Brown

REPS

Ana Wayne
Joe Machin

MARKETING
Lewis Pope

